President says JCPOA was Iran's moral victory

Top Chilean filmmaker to attend Iran festival

Littin is globally renowned as one of the most prominent personalities of Latin American cinema, and the 22nd edition of the international film festival was scheduled to take place in Tehran on August 21 this year. Press TV reported.

The northern and western parts of the country have played a key role in the fight against terrorism and the Islamic Republic of Iran has a special place in the world in this regard.

Speaking in a joint presser with Casasnovas in the Turkish capital, Zarif said Tehran and Ankara have a common goal to improve cooperation in the fight against terrorism and extremism.

The two countries can have a common opinion and goal to jointly fight terrorism, extremism andsentiment and achieve certain results.

He added that Iran has always had positive dialogues with Turkey on the Syria subject, adding that Tehran and Ankara agree that the Andrews affair has been flogged by a foreign-backed mentality.

The Iraqi parliament speaker added that Iran and other countries in the region are working together to struggle for the region’s development and stability.

The Iraqi parliament speaker, for his part, said the settlement of regional problems hinges on cooperation and political will of all the countries.

Moreover, the Iraqi parliament speaker expressed hope that the tone of talks between the Iranian and Iraqi foreign ministers would continue.

“Tehran and Baghdad can strengthen ties and mode of cooperation and make efforts to achieve closer cultural and economic ties,” he said.

Jabouri added that Iran and Iraq must strengthen cooperation in various economic fields, especially in oil and gas and establishment of peace and security in the region.
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